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a b s t r a c t

Separation processes account for more than half of capital and operating costs in chemical manufacturing.
Separations are the energy intensive operations in the chemical industry. Rising energy consumption
combined with the environmental impact increases the need for energy saving separation processes.
Fortunately complex column networks have the potential for major energy savings estimated to range
between 30 and 70% over simple column configuration. In this paper, a computer-aided synthesis method
is introduced to synthesize optimal complex column arrangements which encode the cost and states of
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global solutions with minimum user input. A robust feasibility criterion helps select design and operating
conditions for the entire network that can be realized in practice. Our method builds on thermodynamic
transformations entitled temperature collocation which provides crucial advantages to determine the
operating conditions, structure, and size of the separation network for achieving the desired product
cuts. The computational approach guarantees realizable column profiles, which can be validated with
industrially accepted simulation software such as AspenHysys and AspenPlus.
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. Introduction

Chemical distillation is the predominantly used and versatile
eparation method in the petrochemical and commodity industry.
t continues to occupy 40–70% of capital and operating costs of
hemical manufacturing. Distillation processes account for more
han 60% of the total process energy for the manufacture of com-

odity chemicals (DOE, 2005). Previously energy consumption of
eparation operations was a minor factor, because of low energy
rices and less stringent environmental standards. Thus, mainly
imple distillation column configurations were built. However the
ising energy cost and concerns over atmospheric carbon emissions
re reshaping the design priorities for industrial separations with
ew attention on energy conservation and emission reductions
ssociated with it.

Several research groups have advanced systematic methods for
dentifying optimal distillation networks. Recently, energy savings
n distillation have been revisited critically. It was demonstrated
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hat substantial energy savings can be achieved by designing the
etwork simultaneously (Dunnebier & Pantelides, 1998; Leboreiro

Acevedo, 2004; Linninger, 2009). Another strategy with high
rospective includes complex column configurations. These com-
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plex column configurations have the potential of achieving up
to 70% energy savings over simple column networks (Giridhar
& Agrawal 2010a, 2010b; Engelien & Skogestad, 2005). The well
studied Petlyuk complex column configuration is an excellent
example to realize more energy efficient separations. With full
thermal coupling, complex column configurations earned energy
savings up to 40% while also reducing the numbers of reboilers and
condensers.

Since complex separation networks entail a high degree of struc-
tural and physical interaction between internal column flows with
multiple feed and product streams, its numerous possible arrange-
ments and internal connections increase the design problem’s
combinatorial complexity. Another complicating factor stems from
numerical difficulties with complex column profile computations,
in which small changes in the design parameters like product purity
or reflux ratio often produce large changes in the resulting liquid
composition profiles (Doherty & Malone, 2001). Thus, our research
aims at developing computer-aided design procedures to iden-
tify optimal network configurations that prevent numerical issues
associated with the extraordinary sensitivity of column profile cal-
culations to even the smallest design variable perturbations. We
also wish to synthesize separation networks with realistic column
profiles – often referred to as sloppy slits – rather than designing

VI
theoretical idealized separation trains, which cannot be validated
by practicing engineers. Their standard of what constitutes a realis-
tic column design requires the ability to simulate it on an industrial
flowsheet simulator software package like AspenHysys or AspenPlus
(AspenTech, 2009a, 2009b).

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00981354
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assumption may not hold in highly non-ideal mixtures, but has
been tacitly assumed for well-behaved separation tasks we have
G.J. Ruiz et al. / Computers and Che

.1. Outline

This paper shows our progress towards a fully automatic com-
lex column synthesis algorithm. A crucial feature of our approach
tems from massive size reductions enabled by a new column pro-
le computation algorithm called temperature collocation described

n Section 2. This is a central element of a robust hybrid evolutionary
rogram which automatically generates structural flowsheet alter-
atives and simultaneously selects the operating conditions in the
olumn sections to separate a given feed into desired product puri-
ies at minimum cost or energy without recurring to infeasibilities
r idealized artifacts. Two case studies show the robustness for find-
ng optimal solution of certain classes of complex network design
roblems in Section 2. We also highlight the ability to validate our
olution with rigorous flowsheet simulators. Finding design param-
ters that will lead to a feasible flowsheet for a novel problem is
ften a time consuming task in its own right. This task might be
ade much easier in the future with the help of our computational
ethods.

. Towards generalized separation synthesis

Our approach towards a general solution of the separation
ynthesis problem has three major components: (i) systematic net-
ork generation, (ii) thermodynamic problem transformation to

ircumvent numerical challenges and reduce problem size, and (iii)
dvanced algorithm engineering to simultaneously search in the
tructural and parametric design space.

.1. Generating complex column configurations

Complex distillation configurations have been studied thor-
ughly by Agrawal and Fidkowski (Agrawal, 2003; Agrawal &
idkowski, 1998; Giridhar & Agrawal, 2010a, 2010b). They sys-
ematically evaluated the energy consumption of basic feasible
onfigurations of complex networks and advocate the energy sav-
ngs that can potentially be achieved through feasible thermal
oupling. Another important advancement is Agrawal’s proce-
ure for the exhaustive enumeration of complex flowsheets,
hich always contains the network with minimum total vapor

ate. This complete synthesis of candidate flowsheet structures is
n important element in a fully automatic separation synthesis
ethodology. To complete the synthesis, the column arrangement

nd section connectivity, and the optimal operating parameters like
eflux, intermediate product purities, column height and diameter
or all the candidate networks in the superstructure would have to
e determined.

We propose to combine network generation methods like
grawal’s with a robust global search to systematically identify
ptimum distillation schemes for given product purity targets. Such
n automatic solution seeks to determine both structural as well
s parametric design decisions. However, the resulting synthesis
roblem is NP-hard and suffers from challenges associated with the
ensitivity of the thermodynamic topology to small design variable
erturbations. At present, our evolving design method comprises
wo stages:

Step 1. Generic structure synthesis: We generate all possible
basic network configurations using only structural information,
thus yielding a superstructure containing all potentially opti-
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mal networks for the separation of a given feed (Linninger,
Ali & Stephanopoulo, 1996). The superstructure could be enu-
merated exhaustively or incorporate equipment constraints
when addressing retrofit problems with existing column
inventory.
Engineering 34 (2010) 1556–1563 1557

Step 2. Network task optimization: Rigorous optimization of specific
or all candidate solutions in their respective parametric design
spaces find the globally optimal structure and operating con-
ditions. The network optimization task takes into account the
specific feed composition and product targets as well as the spe-
cific thermodynamic properties of the chemical species to be
separated. We use a hybrid solution algorithm to solve for the
structural and parametric design variables described elsewhere
(Zhang & Linninger, 2006).

2.2. Continuous complex column model synthesis

Complex columns have multiple feed and product streams
requiring some modifications over simple tray-by-tray composi-
tion profile computations. Fortunately, Hildebrandt and Glasser
worked out a continuous model called the Difference Point Equa-
tion model valid for complex column sections (Holland, Tapp,
Hildebrandt, & Glasser, 2004; Tapp, Holland, Hildebrandt, & Glasser,
2004). A complex column section is defined as a set of continu-
ous equilibrium stages between given feed or product trays. Eq. (1)
expresses the liquid composition profiles of a complex section in
terms of the generalized reflux R� and the difference point com-
position X�i. It also applies to simple sections as a special case,
thus rendering a single mathematical expression for any sepa-
ration network made of arbitrary connected complex or simple
sections.

dxi

dn
=

(
1 + 1

R�

)
(xi − yi) + 1

R�
(X�i − xi)

R� = L

�
X�i = Vyi,T − Lxi,T

�

(1)

where xi is the liquid composition, yi is the vapor composition, n
is the number of stages, and � = V − L is the flow rate difference
point. But, in the higher dimensional space of multicomponent mix-
tures, it is not a simple task to ascertain the precise intersection
of column section profiles. Even for fixed structural parameters
like number of trays, location of feed and product streams, the
exact intersection of profiles is equivalent to the global dynamic
optimization problem in terms of refluxes and open degrees of
freedom for product purities. We have discovered a thermody-
namic transformation of the column stage number, n, into the
equilibrium bubble point temperature, T. The replacement of the
independent tray number with the thermodynamic bubble point
temperature reduces the dimension of the search space, permits
directed search of two adjacent profiles in terms of a simple
independent variable, and offers massive size reductions in the
column profile computations. It is a key feature in a rigorous
feasibility criterion based on minimum bubble point distance func-
tions.

2.3. Bubble point temperature collocation and feasibility test for
complex separation networks

We eliminate the tray number in favor of the bubble point
temperature as independent variable. This transformation is the-
oretically valid if the implicit function theorem for a one-to-one
relationship between column height and temperature holds. This
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investigated so far. Applying the thermodynamic transformation
called temperature collocation changes the continuous column
profile equations in Eq. (1) to composition profiles parameter-
ized using temperature instead of stage height as shown in
Eq. (2).
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